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Top 10 Mistakes on Windows Internal Networks
In this paper I aim to highlight ten common mistakes on Windows systems, which make the job of a disgruntled
employee or a malicious attacker who manages to get past your firewall, far easier. All of the mistakes are in
re lation to Microsoft Windows operating systems, as my past experience at conducting internal network
assessments, has shown me that the easiest way for an attacker to get onto any internal network is via these
high -risk Microsoft Windows vulnerabilities. As well as this, because backward -compatibili...
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In this paper I aim to highlight ten common m istakes on Windows systems,
which m ake the job of a disgruntled employee or a malicious attacker who
manages to get past your firewall, far easier. All of the mistakes are in re lation
to Microsoft Windows operating systems, as my past experience at
conducting internal network assessments, has shown me that the easiest way
for an attacker to get onto any internal network is via these high -risk Microsoft
Windows vulnerabilities. As well as this, because backward -compatibility is a
feature of Windows systems, all of these mistakes apply to both Windows NT
and Windows 2000, after all Windows 2000 is based on NT technology. For
each m istake outlined, a tool or a technique, which will a id the system
adm inistrator in identifying if the problem exists on his/her network, is
Key recommended.
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Using
these
command
line tools
important
every
s ystem
adm inistrator, as it is the best way to actuall y get to know the systems on your
network and t o realise that these are the actual tools that any hacker will use.
Finally, solutions to m itigate the risks presented are also discussed.
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The threat to networks continues to grow due to the developm ent of new
attack techniques by hackers . Software attack tools are readil y available on
the Internet and because many tools now feature simplified graphical user
interfaces (GUIs), unskilled or novice hackers are joining in. This development
opens "hacking" to a much wider cross -section of the computer-using
population, including an organi zation's own non -technical employees.
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Paul Desmond refutes the idea that m ore attacks originate on an internal
network than from an external source [1], while Terry Boston states that
approximately “80% of a ttacks are from within the organisation” 1. Al though it
is clear that not everyone is in agreem ent on the exact percentage of attacks
that are generated on the inside, there is general consensus that external
"hackers" are not the onl y source of attacks a nd data compromise.
Furthermore, according to SANS GSEC “insider attacks have a higher rate of
success because they are carried out by people with inside knowledge about
(and often som e level of existing access to) your systems, networks and
data”.2
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The following 10 mistakes, which are found on m any internal Windows
networks, serve to aid an attacker. Systems administrators who rectify these
mistakes and who ensure that this process is done on an on -going basis, will
not onl y im prove security but will al so gain knowledge of the characteristics of
one’s network or environment. Finally, while reading this paper keep in mind
the following words of wisdom provided by SANS GSEC – “You can't plan a
3
without
knowing
the offence”.
Key defence
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Bost on, Terry “The Ins ider Threat” [ 26]
SAN S GSEC Sect ion 5. 6 “W indows Auditing” p10
SAN S GSEC Sect ion 5. 7 “II S Securi ty” p24
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Top 10 Mistakes
1. Allowing Null Sessions
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This vulnerability is also known as the “Red Button” vulnerability and in order
for a Windows system administrator to realise it’s im portance to a malicious
user, a quote from McClure is required – “[null sessions] can be the single
most devastating network foothold sought by intruders”. 4
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A null session is a session established with a server when no credentials are
supplied. Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 2000 by default allow this type
of connection. This anonymous connection is used by applications to list
Key account
fingerprint
= AF19
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D servers.
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names
andFA27
enumerate
shares
on remote
Examples
of these
applications include the Windows NT ACL and Windows NT Explorer, which
require anonymous connections to list account nam es and enumerate shares
respectivel y [2 4]. (Joe Finamore also provides a more in depth discussion on
why exactl y Microsoft when to the trouble of supporting null sessions. [17])
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The syntax for creating an anonym ous connection is:
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net use \\ipaddress \ipc$ “” /user:””
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This command connects t o the hidden interprocess communications share
(IPC$) at the specified IP address, as the built -in anonymous user (/user:””)
with a null (“”) password.
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However, as Timothy Mullen outlines in his paper, “a user with no credentials,
can be used to glean a t rem endous amount of information from your network
without raising any eyebrows” 5. This is possible because the Null session has
the sam e perm is sions as the built -in group Everyone, m eaning on the default
install the Null session has rem ote access to many areas of the registry.
Consequently, a totally anonym ous user has the ability to connect to the IPC$
share of a server and run the registry editor (REGEDT32.EXE) to view, and
even change som e registry keys. Moreover, this anonymous connection can
also be used by users to download all usernames, groups, administrators,
password change dates, last login dates, account policy, trust relationships,
lockout policy, etc with standard utilities which are provided by Microsoft. This
information can dram atically in crease the chances of a user successfully
guessing ID and password com binations to gain access to Windows Domains.
In order to prevent users from enumerating the type of information outlined
above the “Restrict Anonym ous” key should be enabled in the reg istry for
Windows NT, while Windows 2000 provides a graphical interface via the
Security Policies MMC snap -in. The SANS GSEC course highlights the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
importance of setting this by describing it as “one of the most important
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McC lure, Scam bray , Kurtz “ Hack ing Ex pos ed” p87 [ 23]
Mullen, Timothy M. “An Ov erview of the Null Us er” [ 2]
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changes you can make to your syste m ”. The key can be found in the following
registry location:
HKLM\System \CurrentControlSet \Control\Lsa\RestrictAnonym ous
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"HKLM" refers to the hi ve "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE". If this key is set to "1"
anonym ous connections are restricted. An anonymous user ca n still connect
to the IPC$ share, but is restricted as to which information is obtainable
through that connection. A value of "1" restricts anonym ous users from
enumerating SAM accounts and shares. While a value of "2", added in
Windows 2000 provides add itional restrictions for anonymous connections.
This setting has the effect of “No access without explicit anonymous
permissions”.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
However Microsoft [3] recommends that setting the value to “2” should be
used in environments with Windows 2000 only, i.e. n o mixed-mode
environments, as the following tasks will be restricted with this setting:
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• Down-level member workstations or servers are not able to set up a
netlogon secure channel.
• Down-level domain controllers in trusting domains are not be able to
set up a netlogon secure channel.
• Microsoft Windows NT users are not able to change their
passwords after they expire. Also, Macintosh users are not able to
change their passwords at all.
• The Browser service is not able to retrieve domain lists or server
lists from backup browsers, master browsers or dom ain master
browsers that are running on computers with the
RestrictAnonymous registry value set to 2. Because of this, any
program that relies on the Browser service does not function
properly. [3]
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As with all recommendations, assurance testing should always be completed
in a test environm ent, to ensure appropriate service levels and required
functionality is maintained, before implementing any changes on production
systems.
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System administrators should not be l ulled into a false sense of security, when
setting Restrict Anonymous with a value of “1”. It is still possible to extract
information even with Restrict Anonym ous enabled, however a higher skill
level and m ore specialised tools are required. Exam ples of t ools which can be
used to bypass the Restrict Anonymous=1 setting are GetAcct 6 and account
identification tools user2sid and sid2user by Evgenii Rudnyi 7.
GetAcct has a graphical user interface and one can export results to a
Key comma-separated
fingerprint = AF19 file
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for 2F94
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anal ysis.
It can
retrieve
account
details
and an anonymous connection is not required. One disadvantage of GetAcct
6
7

Tool f rom http:// www.s ec urity friday.com/ ToolDownload/ Get Ac ct/get acct _doc.html
Tool f r om http:// www.c hem.msu.su/ ~rudnyi/N T/
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is that it does not enumerate the account lockout policy. Therefore, an
attacker will have to resort to other means of finding this ou t i f he/she does not
want to lock out all of the accounts on a particular domain. One way for an
attacker to do this, as described by McClure [25], is password guessing
against the disabled Guest account. Al though the account is disabled, you will
be notified when the account lockout threshold has been reached, with a
different error message. From a system administrator’s perspective, a
countermeasure to this technique is locking out the Guest account, which will
in turn stop the account lockout policy from being given away.
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2. Weak / Non-existent Lockout Policies
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User2sid and Sid2user are command line tools that look up the Security
Identifier (SID) from username input and vice versa. Once an attacker knows
a domain’s SID (retrieved using user2sid), accounts can be enum erated using
and
appending
RIDFDB5
values,
to the
already
enum
Key sid2user
fingerprint
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FA27 different
2F94 998D
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F8B5
06E4
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4E46SID.
Consequently, even if an administrator has Restrict Anonymous set, it is still
possible for an attacker to find out the name of the user accounts, including
the adm inistrator level account. Fo r a more detailed discussion on this
process, refer to Packetstorm Security article [28].
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Intruder lockout reduces the chance of unauthorised users “brute forcing”
ID/password com binations to gain access to systems. If lockout is not
enabled, or lockout settings are not sufficient, attackers have a m uch higher
chance of gaining unauthorised access to systems through guessing user or
adm inistrator passwords. It also allows intruders to make use of password
“grinding” a pplications on the network.
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According to SANS GSEC 8 recommendations for lockout settings on all
dom ain controllers and sensitive servers / workstations are:
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Enable - Account Lockout threshold = 5
Enable - Account Lockout Duration = 30 minutes
Disable - Reset Account Lockout Threshold after
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The above recommendations set lockout threshold to fi ve, however i t is
important for e very administrator to im plement a setting that best suits his/her
organisation. “While you increase the probability of thwarting a n unauthorized
attack on your organi zation with account lockout policy, you can also
unintentionally lock out authori zed users, which can be quite costl y for your
organization” 9, if you implem ent an overl y strict threshold.
The ‘reset account lockout th reshold after’ setting is often, in m y experience,
misunderstood and consequently mis -configured. This setting effecti vel y
Key represents
fingerprint =the
AF19
2F94
998Dthe
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5passwords
06E4 A169allowed
4E46 or
tim eFA27
period
in which
number
of false
lockout threshold must be m et, before the lockout durati on will come into
8
9

SAN S GSEC Sect ion 5. 3 “W indows 2000 Security” p29
Mic rosof t Corporation [21]
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effect. I have found that Administrators often make the mistake of setting this
lockout duration window to a low number of minutes, which in turn makes the
life of the attacker much simpler. For example with a lockout threshold of 5
attem pts and a lockout duration window of 10 m inutes, you are effecti vel y
allowing 4 attempts every 10 m inutes. An attacker could easily run a brute force script, which after 4 attem pts, paused for 10 m inutes.
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Although system adm inistrators may take the tim e to im plement strong lockout
policies on domain controllers, often other sensitive servers, such as file
servers, are left with no lockout settings at all. It should be noted that the
default NT installation has no lockout settings enabled. System administr ators
rely on the fact that the settings on the domain controller will filter down to the
individual servers. However, if one is attempting to logon to a machine with a
account,
Windows
/ 2000
willFDB5
look at
the lockout
settings
on4E46
the local
Key local
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27NT
2F94
998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169
10
machine. This fact is also described in SANS GSEC on the need for setting
local security policies, including a lockout policy: “When they are logged on
using the local account, security policies set locally will apply. If they are
logged on using their domain ac count, domain policies will apply." For
example, when logging onto a machine using a local Administrator account
where no lockout has been enabled on this particular m achine, unlim ited
password guessing is possible.
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Another hardening m easure that can be implem ented is enabling
PASSPROP.DLL in the Windows Registry. In Windows NT / 2000, the
Adm inistrator account (Relative Identifier 500) cannot be locked out, which
leads to unlimited password guessing for attackers. However, on Windows NT
PASSPROP.DLL allo ws the administrator account to be locked out remotely,
but prevents it from being locked out locall y. This dll comes in the NT
Resource Kit and once installed, the following syntax at the comm and line will
set Adm inistrator lockout:

sti

passprop /adminlockou t
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While on Windows 2000, Microsoft provide a utility called adm nlock which is a
revised version of passprop; it works on m achines running SP2 or greater and
also requires an account lockout threshold setting to have been set globally
for the system / doma in. The comm and line syntax for setting the
Adm inistrator lockout is:
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admnlock /e

3. Weak / Non-existent Account Policies
“No system is an island in an NT/2000 domain, it only takes one poorl y
Key chosen
fingerprint
= AF19toFA27
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5Wind
06E4ows
A169 4E46
password
unra2F94
vel the998D
security
of your
entire
environment” 11 . Microsoft [14] also warns that almost any password can
10
11

SANS GSEC Sect ion 5. 3 “Windows 2000 Sec urity ” p18
Sc ambray , Mc Clure p100 [ 25]
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eventually be cracked by password -cracking software, however the stronger
the password the more time it will take. The importance of strong user account
policy cannot be underestimat ed – strong account policies reduce the risk of
unauthorised users cracking simple user passwords to gain access to
Windows systems.
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However, as with the case of Lockout policies, system adm inistrators often
rely on the domain controller’s settings to fi lter down to all system s, forgetting
that i f local accounts exist on a particular com puter, then it is the local
com puter settings that take effect. Unfortunatel y, the defaul t NT/2000
installation, has a minim um password length requirement set to zero, whi ch
means it is possible to set a password to be blank or null. Consequently, the
local Administrator account is often set up with a null password.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
However, even m ore disconcerting is the fact that s ystem administrators,
often create local accounts on ind i vidual servers / s ystems with the sam e
username and password as their dom ain accounts. Thus, an a ttacker who
logs on to a non -critical system with a blank password on the Administrator
account, can then download the SAM or password file and crack the
password that is the sam e as the dom ain account password and in so doing
can now log on directl y to the domain controller, with domain administrator
privileges!
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I have found that the scenario described above is very common and highlights
the necessity for en suring that strong account policies are enforced across all
servers and workstations, as well as dom ain controllers. An exam ple of
strong account policy settings is:
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Maximum Password Age = Expires in 90 Days
Minimum Password Age = Allow Changes In 5 Days
Minimum Password Length = At Least 7 Characters* (14 for Adm inistrators)
Password Uniqueness = Remember 13 Passwords
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* A discussion on the requirement for 7 characters can be found under “Using
LANMAN Password Encryption” point 7 below.
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It should also b e noted that the practice of creating adm inistrator accounts on
local m achines is not recommended. Rather if the requirem ent exists, system
adm inistrators should specify their domain account (DomainName \Usernam e)
as part of the local administrators group o n local systems and in this way
ensure that the domain controller’s policy settings are adhered to rather than
the local m achine’s policy.
Enabling Passfilt.dll in the Windows registry is also an important step on the
road to a strong account policy, as it requires users to select com plex
Key passwords.
fingerprint =ItAF19
FA27 in
2F94
998D FDB5
DE3DPack
F8B52 06E4
A169 4E46
is included
Microsoft
NT Service
and should
be
enabled in accordance with Microsoft’s recommendations [4]. However, it
should be noted that limitations still exist with Passfilt.dll on NT, as it onl y
filters user requests to change passwords. Administrators can still set weak
passwords via console tools, circumventing all of the Passfilt requirements .
7
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Passfilt.dll is no longer required on Windows 2000 as it is installed by default,
however it i s not enabled. Under ‘Local Security Settings’ it can be enabled
under Security Settings \Account Policies \Password Policy \”Passwords Must
Meet Complexity Requirements”. Improvements have been m ade with this
Windows 2000 password filter, as this filter appl ies to all password resets,
regardless of whether they are set rem otely or from a console.
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Joel Kleppinger’s article [19] on how to make Windows passwords un crackable is also an interesting read, where he suggests incorporating ALT characters into passwo rds. However although this may be a good idea for
adm inistrative level passwords, before forcing this across all users be aware
that Helpdesk calls for password resets m ay well increase!
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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The Windows 2000 Help definition of a trust relationship is a logical
relationship established between dom ains to allow pass -through
authentication, in which a trusting dom ain honours the logon authentications
of a trusted domain.
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The above definition highlights the inherent security risks a ssociated with trust
relationships. Where trust relationships exist between multiple Domains the
security of all dom ains is dependant on the security of the weakest domain in
the trust group. Therefore, even if you are confident that your dom ain has
been s ufficientl y tied -down or hardened, if trust relationships have been
established then a weak link into your domain exists. Once a single dom ain is
com promised, administrator or user level access can be obtained on other
dom ains by utilising these trust rela tionships. In a Microsoft Technet Article [5]
on managing trusts, the opening line states that “Trusts require little
management”, however due to the inbuilt risks that com e with trusts, system
adm inistrators do need to dedicate some tim e to manage trusts and ensure
that trust relationships are set up with proper security policies and standards
implemented on all domains involved. All domains in a trust relationship
should have the sam e security controls and these controls should be those of
the most sensi tive domain in the relationship. A valid business case should
also be in place to justify the existence of all trust relationships between
dom ains.
One of the first steps any system administrator will need to take in managing
trusts is to find out what t rust relationships actually exist. A powerful tool found
in the NT Resource Kit (NTRK)* called ‘nltest’ enum erates this inform ation,
along with more.

Key *fingerprint
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FA27 Resource
2F94 998DKits,
FDB5
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06E4 A169
The Windows
NT/2000
provided
Microsoft
for 4E46
adm inistering NT / 2000 networks, contain collections of powerful utilities.
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However they should not be installed on production system s, “lest the guns be
turned against you”. 12

nltest /server:<server_name> /trus ted_domains
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In order to use nltest to enumerate trusts, a null session (anonym ous
connection) m ust first be established with a machine in the domain. The
following command once run will return details of trusted domains. However, it
will only detail the domains that are trusted b y the particular domain that the
server belongs to, i.e. you will not know whether it is a two way tr ust or a one
way trust.
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As well as enumerating trust relationships, m alicious users or hackers will also
nltest to= find
outFA27
the domain
controllers
in a particular
domA169
ain. The
Key use
fingerprint
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dom ain controllers are obv iously going to be the primary target for any
malicious user, as it is these machines that hold the keys to the kingdom or as
described by McClure “dom ain controllers are the keepers of Windows
network authentication credentials”. 13 Even if the system admin istrator is
using a system naming convention that does not make it obvious which
machines are domain controllers, the following command will enumerate the
information for the hacker nonetheless and does not require a null session to
be established.
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nltest /dclist:<domain_name>
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Finally, to enumerate specific user account information hackers also use
‘nltest’; once adm inistrator access is gained on a particular domain controller,
it is possible to find out details for a specified user, such as when the
password was last set and the password hashes. The syntax for this
command is:
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nltest /server:<server_name> /user:<user_name>
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5. Multiple Domain / Local Administrator accounts
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One of the key steps in configuring computers for remote adm inistration
recommende d by CERT is to “Ensure that all administration tasks operate at
the minimum necessary pri vilege level” 14 , and according to SANS GSEC "By
default, users may have rights that are not needed in order to perform their
normal job duties. Enforcing a principle o f least pri vilege for all users is key" 15.
You may wonder why everyone is recommending ‘least privilege’, after all
having just one or two extra administrators with more privileges than they
actually need does not have any m ajor security implications and in fact saves
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
12
13
14
15

Sc ambray , Mc Clure, Kurt z p74 [27]
McClure, Scam bray , Kurt z p84 [23]
CERT “Configure C omput ers f or Secure R emot e Administration” [16]
SANS GSEC Sect ion 5. 3 “Windows 2000 Security ” p31
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time, doesn’t it? However, just one of the problem aspects associated with
users having unnecessary privileges is that a greater number of dom ain / local
adm inistrator accounts are in existence which in turn m eans a higher
probability exists that one of those accounts can be compromised.
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Included in this observation, is the fact that the m ajority of the tim e m any of
these domain / local adm inistrator accounts will not actuall y be linked to a
particular person, i.e. they will be non -owned adm inistrator accounts. These
accounts are usually created to support an application or utility, however they
still have full ability to access the operating system. In turn these accounts,
which are not accountable to a particular employee, are less likely t o be
properly secured and will be generally set with m em orable passwords. In fact
these account names generally becom e public knowledge over time. Many
also FA27
available
for998D
hackers
which
publish
probability
Key resources
fingerprint are
= AF19
2F94
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F8B5high
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account / password com binations such as the database provided by MK
Security Partners 16. Examples of these high -probability account password
com binations are:
Password
NULL, password, administrator
arcserve, backup
test, password
Lab, passwor d
username, company_name
Backup
Ti voli
Backup
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Username
Administrator
Arcserve
Test
Lab
Usernam e
Backup
Ti voli
Backupexec
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System administrators should assess all adm inistrator level accounts on the
dom ains and individual servers to determine which, if any can be disabled or
downgraded to a lower privilege level.
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Windows NT / 2000 Resource Kit utilities – local.exe and global.exe, can be
used by an attacker to enum erate these accounts, however an anonymous
connection is required. The syntax for these commands is:
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Local administrators \\IPaddress
and
Global “Domain Admins” \\IPaddress
The tool DumpSec (form erly DumpACL) 17 can also be used to enumerate
user and group information. It requires an anonymous connection to the target
host, then select “Report” from the menu bar and under “Select Com puter”
enter the IP address of the target. The reports “Dum p Groups as table” and
Users
as table”
give
a lot
of valuable
information
both
groups
and
Key “Dump
fingerprint
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users. Attackers can also opt to use the command line version of DumpSec

16
17

http:// www. mks ec ure .com/ def pw/
Tool f rom http:// www.s omarsof t.com
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and save the results to a file for analysis. The syntax for this command line
option is:
dumpsec /computer= \\IPAddress /rpt=usersonly /saveas=tsv
/outfile=c: \temp\users.txt
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6. Same Passwords Used Across Domains
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Systems administrators should carry out a review of all enabled accounts and
ownership assigned to an accountable em ployee (employee who knows the
password for the account). Any accounts for which an accountable employee
cannot be ascertained, should be deleted or disabled, if not required by a
particular service. If more than one em ployee has knowledge o f the account
password, the names of each employee should be recorded in the account
description field. If one of these employees departs the password to this
account
should
be2F94
immediately
changed.
Key shared
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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In a world w here users are required to access m ultiple applications, on
various domains, it is not very surprising that users use the same passwords
across these dom ains. However, adm inistrators who engage in this practice
are in turn facilitating the compromise of ot herwise secure domains.
Passwords that are shared across domains means that privileged user access
is often obtainable on other domains by using a cracked password from
another comprom ised system in a different domain. From a hacker’s
perspective it is th e equi valent of having trust relationships between domains.
Philip Blow also outlines this risk, in relation to common account nam es and
passwords being used across multiple standalone servers, which cause
implicit trusts between the servers [30].
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This potential vulnerability could be prevented with a review of the
requirement for m ultiple domains where the users on different domains
perform the same role or belong to the same business unit. As well as this,
where adm inistrators have accounts on m ultiple d omains they should avoid
the use of the same password on each domain, regardless of whether the
account is pri vileged or not. This should be outlined in a security policy
document and brought to user’s attention through a user awareness program.

©

7. Using LANMAN Passw ord Encryption
Both Windows NT and Windows 2000 support LANMAN password encryption
in order for them to be backward compatible with Windows 98 and Windows
95. However, LANMAN (LM hash) password encryption is weaker than NT
encryption (NT hash). Ron Ray in his article describes the results of using LM
Key hashing
fingerprint
AF19 the
FA27
2F94 998Dstrength
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5exponentially”
06E4 A169 4E46
18
by=saying
“password’s
decreases
. The
reason for this is a LM password is uppercased, padded to 14 characters and
divided into two seven -character parts, each of w hich is used as a key to
18

Ray, Ron Sec urity Adv isory from Securiteam [15]
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encrypt a constant. The two hashed results are concatenated and stored as
the LM hash, which is stored along with the NT hash in the SAM part of the
registry. (On Windows 2000 domain controllers, the password hashes are
stored in the Acti ve Directory). Thus, an eight -character password can be
interpreted as a seven -character password and a one -character password.
Password cracking tools such as L0phtcrack 19 take advantage of this weak
design to simultaneously crack both halves as if they were separate
passwords. (Randy Franklin Sm ith’s article summarises the process behind
L0phtcrack password cracking [20].) Consequently, having a seven -character
password is generally m ore secure than a twelve -character password, as the
second half o f a twelve-character password would be cracked quicker than
the first hal f, and may contain clues that could aid an attacker in guessing the
first half.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Countermeasures to this vulnerability include phasing out the use of Windows
9x m achines. Domain Cont rollers can also be changed to refuse LM password
authentication controls. To do this the registry key listed below needs to be
located and changed to a setting of 4 on a Windows NT 4.0 s ystem.
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \System \CurrentControlSet \Control
\Lsa\lm com patibilitylevel
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On Windows 2000, this registry setting can be im plemented using the Securi ty
Policy tool – go to Local Policies \Security Options node with the Group Policy
or Local Policy MMC snap in. From here select option to “Send NTLMv2
response only\refuse LM & NTLM authentication“
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However, it should be noted that as a result of m aking this domain controller
update on either NT / 2000, a user with an account in that dom ain will not be
able to connect to any m ember server from a down -level LM clien t using their
dom ain account. Thus, level 4 means that all users with accounts on a server
or domain have to be using Windows NT (SP4) / 2000 to connect and as
outlined by McClure “This fi x is therefore of limited practical use to m ost
com panies that run a di versity of Windows Clients”. 20
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The release of Windows 2000 also provided another method of gaining secure
authentication with down -level or older Windows clients. By installing Directory
Services Client, from the Windows 2000 CD -ROM (dsclient.exe), on older
Windows 95/98 m achines, system files that provide NTLMv2 authentication
are installed. For more detailed, step -by-step inform ation on deploying
NTLMv2 on Windows 95/98, refer to Microsoft [6] and [7].
Implementing Syskey (System Key) on Windows N T systems (available from
Windows NT 4.0 onwards) also provides an added layer of protection. It
establishes a 128 -bit cryptographic password encryption key, which is used to
Key create
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 that
2F94are
998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169 4E46
password
hashes
stored
in the
SAMF8B5
(Securi
ty Account
Manager) data base. The SAM database is in turn encrypted by the System
19
20

Tool f rom http:// www. @st ak e.c om/ researc h/tools/i
McClure, Scam bray , Kurt z p174 [ 23]

ndex. html
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Key. Adminis trators can run the comm and Syskey.exe to set the options for
storing the System Key.
There are three Syskey modes or options, as described by Microsoft [8], and
they determine the loca tion of the decryption key that protects the SAM
database.
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1. The key is stored on the local m achine in an obfuscated state.
2. The key isn't stored on the local m achine at all; instead, the key takes
the form of a password that the user m ust provide when boo ting the
machine.
3. The key is exported from the m achine and stored on a floppy disk,
which must be presented when booting the m achine.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
In Windows 2000 and later operating system s, Syskey is enabled
automatically, and may not be disabled. Modification opti ons, to m ove the
start-up key to a floppy disk or request password on boot, are available rather
than using local storage.
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If the Syskey password is forgotten or the Syskey floppy disk is lost, it m ay not
be possible to start the s ystem. Protect and store the Syskey information
safely with backup copies in the event of emergency. The onl y way to recover
the system if the Syskey is lost is using a repair disk to restore the registry to
a state prior to enabling strong encryption.
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However, as described by P hilip Cox in his paper on hardening Windows
2000 [9], it is worth considering the threat risk level to a particular machine
before deploying a Syskey mode that requires m anual intervention. As
described above manual intervention is required with two of the Syskey
options (inserting a floppy disk or entering password at machine boot) and this
in itself can cause management issues and so should really only be deployed
for highl y sensitive s ystems. Jennifer Kolde [10] also writes that although
storing the password locally is least secure it is actuall y the most convenient
and probably the most suited m ethod for the majority of large organisations.
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Finally, although setting Syskey is an important security measure,
unfortunatel y there are ways around this, av ailable to hackers. A utility called
pwdump2 21 circum vents Syskey by using DLL injection to load its own code
into the highl y pri vileged process space of the Local Security Authority
Subsystem (lsass.exe). The code can then access the Syskey -encrypted
passwords, however it m ust be launched interactivel y on the local machine.
Polivec have also released a m odified version of pwdump2 called pwdump3 22 ,
which allows for extra cting the hashes remotely, by installing the sam dump
DLL as a service. System administrat ors can take some solace in the fact that
all versions of pwdum p require administrator level privileges to run [23].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

21
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Tool f rom http://razor.bindv iew.c om/tools/ index.s ht ml
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8.

Auditing Sw itched Off

A review of the audit logs is the first step in any investigation of unauthorised
or unusual activi ty. Unfortunate l y, as described in SANS GSEC "Auditing, the
recording of security related events, is not turned on by default” 23 and pertains
to both the default install of Windows NT and Windows 2000, where all
auditing categories are switched off. Hence, the absence of audit logging
restricts any anal ysis of unusual events.
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The tool DumpSec (form erly DumpACL) 24 can be used to check whether
auditing is switched on or not across a network, or by an attacker. This tool
first requires an anonym ous connection to the target h ost, then once
connected select “Report” from the menu bar and under “Select Computer”
Key enter
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94
998D
F8B5
06E4 will
A169
4E46if
the IP=address
of the
target.
TheFDB5
reportDE3D
“Dump
Policies”
check
auditing is switched on, and will also enumerate the categories of auditing
which have been selected.
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Both Windows NT and Windows 2000 provide m any different categories of
security-related events that can be audited. On Windows NT go to User
Manager and select Policies | Audit. While on Windows 2000 auditing can be
configured through the Local S ecuri ty Policy (for indi vidual system ) or Group
Policy (for multiple systems). Naturally, the best would be to enable all of the
options but tradeoffs com e in huge logs taking up disk space, as well as the
amount of anal ysis time required. It is very im po rtant to remem ber that
switching various auditing categories on will not be of very much benefit
unless somebody actuall y analyses the logs. Russ Cooper describes it well
when he comments, “just auditing is not enough. Once enabled, you also
have to review the event logs regularly and be able to understand what those
events mean”. 25
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Account logon events -Both success and failure
Logon events
Account m anagement
Policy Change
System Events
Object Access - success and failure (files, folders, and registry keys
must then be configured for audit. Access to them cannot be
configured unless this domain audit policy is enabled.)
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SANS GSEC 26 recommends at a m inimum the following should be audited:

The Event Viewer program can be used for e vent log anal ysis. It all ows for
filtering on event date, time, type, source, category, user, com puter and event
ID, but is still rather time consuming for thorough anal ysis. Other anal ysis

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
23
24
25
26

SANS GSEC Sect ion 5. 3 “Windows 2000 Security ” p10
Tool f rom http:// www.s omarsof t.com
Cooper, R uss. “Sam Att acks v 1. 1” [ 18]
SANS GSEC Sect ion 5. 3 “Windows 2000 Security ” p30
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tools such as dum pel found in the NT Resource Kit, NTLast 27 or Dum pEvt 28
are also worth cons idering for fast and effecti ve event log anal ysis.
9.

Systems not configured with up to date Service Packs
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“If the s ystem doesn't have the latest security patches, there is a good chance
the attacker will be able to use a known exploit in order to gain add itional
adm inistrative pri vileges.” 29
Many Microsoft Windows NT / 2000 Service Packs (SP), security patches and
hot fi xes are issued to address security vulnerabilities on a regular basis.
Failure to maintain systems at current SP levels renders these syst ems
Key vulnerable
fingerprint =
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D available
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
to AF19
exploitation
by hackers
using widely
tools.
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The “SQL Slammer” or “W32.Slammer” worm , which was released in January
of this year, is an example of the disastrous consequences of unpatched
systems. “Experts called it the most da maging attack on the Internet in 18
months”30 . This worm exploited a vulnerability in Microsoft SQL Server 2000
and Microsoft Desktop Engine (MSDE) 2000. However, Microsoft released a
patch for the vulnerability almost six m onths ago. The “Code Red” worm
released in 2001 is another example of a worm that targeted unpatched
systems - in this instance Microsoft IIS servers were the targets.
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In an ideal world system administrators would be able to keep all domain
controllers, servers, workstations and even te st boxes configured with the
latest patches, however unfortunately we do not live in an ideal world. As a
result, system administrators should aim to prioritise patches, which need to
be applied to critical servers and domain controllers. They can do this by
keeping up to date with the latest releases and security bulletins from
Microsoft’s security website [11]. Microsoft also provide a free tool, Network
Hot Fi x Checker (hfnetchk.exe) 31, which m akes the task of keeping up to date
with releases a little eas ier by carrying out checks of which hot fi x versions are
currentl y installed and which patches have been applied. Refer to Microsoft
[12] for detailed information on hfnetchk.exe.
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10. Account named Administrator
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The defaul t Adminis trator account on Windows NT / 2000 s ystems by defaul t
cannot be locked –out by the use of incorrect passwords (However using
passprop.dll and adm nlock as described earlier does provide this option).
Consequently it is the principal target for password guessing or grinding
27

Tool f ro m http:// www.f oundstone.c om/k nowledge/f ree_tools.ht ml

Key 28fingerprint
= AF19
FA27
2F94
Tool f rom http://
www.s
omarsof
t.com998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
29

W ilson, Zac hary “H ac king: The Basics” [ 29]
Sieberg , D aniel CN N Technology “C omput er worm grounds f lights, block s ATMs ” [ 22]
31
Tool f rom
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30
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attempts and as such, it constitutes an enticement to attackers. Best practice
would recommend changing the usernam e on this account. Although this will
not stop a malicious user from identifying the Administrator account, i t will
force them to go a step further in order to identify it (as referenced earlier
sid2user/user2sid 32 will enumerate Administrator account from SID) and will
also require a higher skill level. For step by step details on how to rename the
adm inistrator account reference Microsoft [13].
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Scambray and McClure [25] recommend creating a decoy Administrator
account and setting it up to look exactl y like the true Administrator. In this way
if an attacker does not verify that the account is the actual Administrator
account by checking the SID, then p assword-guessing attempts on this decoy
account should be easily identi fiable in the logs. Remember to enter the
in the
account
i.e.F8B5
“Built 06E4
-in account
for
Key standard
fingerprintvalue
= AF19
FA27
2F94Description
998D FDB5field,
DE3D
A169 4E46
adm inistering the computer/domain.” As well as this, ensure that th is decoy
account is not a m em ber of any groups.
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In today’s world of connected networks the need for security on internal
networks is more crucial than ever. The vulnerabilities outlined in this paper
represent very common high -risk vulnerabil ities, which are found on many
internal Windows network today. Al though this paper does not encom pass all
vulnerabilities found on an internal network, it does represent various security
weaknesses that an attacker relies upon for pri vilege escalation, i.e . when an
internal network is hacked, the attacker generall y does not have to use a
glam orous rem ote exploit to gain Adm inistrator level access, instead he /she
will rely upon these weaknesses.
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The good news for system adm inistrators is that for practica lly all of the
vulnerabilities discussed there is a solution. By implementing these solutions,
the amount of sensitive data gi ven to a malicious user is greatly reduced, as
well as avenues for further attack. Greater knowledge of whom and what is on
your network is also gained. Using comm and line tools rather than commercial
scanners or scripts that do it all for you, can be time consuming for any
system administrator, however it is through these command line tools that true
network knowledge is attained, a s well as an insight into the tools any hacker
will use.
The solutions outlined in this paper need to be implemented on a regular
basis. An effective way for a company to do this is to develop an auditing
policy, which includes verifying that systems rem a in secure by checking for
changes to systems or unusual logs, on a regular basis. Finally, all
adm inistrators need to heed these wise words from SANS GSEC "Security is
Key not
fingerprint
= AF19
FDB5
DE3DJust
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
a one-time
dealFA27
but a2F94
never998D
-ending
process.
because
you are
secure
today, does not m ean that you will be secure tomorrow". 33
32
33
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Jul 23, 2018 - Jul 28, 2018

Live Event

SANS Riyadh July 2018

Riyadh, SA

Jul 28, 2018 - Aug 02, 2018

Live Event

Security Operations Summit & Training 2018

New Orleans, LAUS

Jul 30, 2018 - Aug 06, 2018

Live Event

SANS Pittsburgh 2018

Pittsburgh, PAUS

Jul 30, 2018 - Aug 04, 2018

Live Event

SANS San Antonio 2018

San Antonio, TXUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

SANS August Sydney 2018

Sydney, AU

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS Boston Summer 2018

Boston, MAUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

Security Awareness Summit & Training 2018

Charleston, SCUS

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Hyderabad 2018

Hyderabad, IN

Aug 06, 2018 - Aug 11, 2018

Live Event

SANS New York City Summer 2018

New York City, NYUS

Aug 13, 2018 - Aug 18, 2018

Live Event

SANS Northern Virginia- Alexandria 2018

Alexandria, VAUS

Aug 13, 2018 - Aug 18, 2018

Live Event

SANS Krakow 2018

Krakow, PL

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS Chicago 2018

Chicago, ILUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

Data Breach Summit & Training 2018

New York City, NYUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 27, 2018

Live Event

SANS Prague 2018

Prague, CZ

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 25, 2018

Live Event

SANS Virginia Beach 2018

Virginia Beach, VAUS

Aug 20, 2018 - Aug 31, 2018

Live Event

SANS San Francisco Summer 2018

San Francisco, CAUS

Aug 26, 2018 - Aug 31, 2018

Live Event

SANS Copenhagen August 2018

Copenhagen, DK

Aug 27, 2018 - Sep 01, 2018

Live Event

SANS SEC504 @ Bangalore 2018

Bangalore, IN

Aug 27, 2018 - Sep 01, 2018

Live Event

SANS Wellington 2018

Wellington, NZ

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

SANS Amsterdam September 2018

Amsterdam, NL

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

SANS Tokyo Autumn 2018

Tokyo, JP

Sep 03, 2018 - Sep 15, 2018

Live Event

SANS Tampa-Clearwater 2018

Tampa, FLUS

Sep 04, 2018 - Sep 09, 2018

Live Event

SANS MGT516 Beta One 2018

Arlington, VAUS

Sep 04, 2018 - Sep 08, 2018

Live Event

SANS Cyber Defence Canberra 2018

OnlineAU

Jun 25, 2018 - Jul 07, 2018

Live Event

SANS OnDemand

Books & MP3s OnlyUS

Anytime

Self Paced

